A: Review of Judgments in INR Reports

Introductory Note; Note on Sources

I - The Problem Confronted: January 1961-February 1962, 13 pages
II - Looking for Progress: February 1962-May 1963, 19 pages
III - The Trouble with Diem: May-November 1963, 10 pages
IV - Time of Decision: November 1963-March 1965, 47 pages
V - Trial by Force: March 1965-February 1966, 42 pages
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B: Annexes Quoting Sources for Each Section Above

C: Thematic Summaries

I - Communist Intentions and Response to US Actions
II - Political Stability
III - The Course of the War
IV - Prospects for Beginning Talks and Negotiating a Settlement

D: Critique of INR's Interpretations in the Light of Contemporary Events

E: Special Annexes available as authorized by the Director, RCI